ENTREPREP SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED

The Northwest Iowa Community College Foundation offers the EntrePrep Scholarship to area high school students upon successful completion of the EntrePrep program and full time acceptance to NCC. **Amber Dougherty**, Sutherland, has received the EntrePrep Scholarship this year.

The EntrePrep program, coordinated through Northwest Iowa Community College, provides both formal instruction and real business experience that establishes the entrepreneurial foundation which the students can build upon for their future. By blending academic instruction with practical experience, the EntrePrep program hopes to develop a foundation that young people may one day draw upon to launch their own business ventures.

Each EntrePrep student is teamed with an entrepreneur mentor and participates in an intensive five day residential summer institute which provides instruction in entrepreneurship concepts. Following the Summer Institute each student then contributes 100 hours to an internship with his/her entrepreneur mentor’s business.